It has been reported that X-ray induced HPRT -mutation in cultured human cells is prevented by ascorbate added after irradiation. Mutation extinction is attributed to neutralization by ascorbate, of radiation-induced long-lived radicals (LLR) with half-lives of several hours. We here show that post-irradiation treatment with ascorbate (5 mM added 30 min after radiation) reduces, but does not eliminate, the induction of CD59 -mutants in human-hamster hybrid AL cells exposed to high-LET carbon ions (LET of 100 KeV/µm). RibCys, [2(R,S)-D-ribo-1',2',3',4'-Tetrahydroxybutly]-thiazolidene-4(R)-ca riboxylic acid] (4 mM) gave a similar but lesser effect. The lethality of the carbon ions was not altered by these chemicals. Preliminary data are presented that ascorbate also alters the spectrum of CD59 -mutations induced by the carbon beam, mainly by reducing the incidence of small mutations and mutants displaying transmissible genomic instability (TGI), while large mutations are unaffected. Our results suggest that LLR are important in initiating TGI.
INTRODUCTION
The genetic effects of ionizing radiation are attributed to direct interaction of radiation with DNA or to effects of radiation-induced, short-lived, highly reactive oxygen radical species (ROS) like H· and OH· 1, 2) . Miyasaki, Watanabe, Kumagai and their colleagues have shown, on the other hand, that X-rays also create 'long lived radicals' (LLR) with half-lives of hours [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . They also showed that ascorbate added to human cells several minutes after X-irrradiation, long after classical ROS are dissipated, reduces LLR and eliminates induced mutation but does not affect cell killing. DMSO, which scavenges ROS, had no effect on any endpoint when added after radiation. Spectroscopic analysis indicates that about 99.8 % of LLR reside in protein polymer 'cages' from which they gradually escape by atomic tunneling. How LLR cause genetic effects is not yet known. We here present evidence that ascorbate added after irradiation reduces, but does not eliminate, induced CD59 -mutants in A L cells exposed to high LET radiation, and that it also changes the spectrum of mutations, mainly by reducing of mutants containing small mutations and displaying transmissible genomic instability (TGI).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiations:
Carbon-beam irradiations were done at the HIMAC (Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator) facility of the National Institutes of Radiological Sciences (NIRS), Chiba, Japan as described 11) . The beam energy was 290MeV/nucleon, LET was 100 KeV/µm, the dose rate was 0.5 Gy/min.
AL mutation assay: determining yields of CD59 -mutants
Procedures used to quantify prevalence of CD59 -mutants have been described [12] [13] [14] [15] . Briefly, populations of A L cells were exposed to graded doses of high LET carbon ions. Ascorbate (5 mM) or RibCys (4 mM) were added 0.5 hr after irradiation and left in for 20 hrs. Aliquots of cells were plated for survival, the rest were incubated for a 10 day period of mutation expression. Antibody and complement were then added to kill wild-type cells leaving CD59 -mutants.
The mutant fraction (MF) was calculated as: MF = (the number of mutant colonies/number of cells inoculated) × 1/plating efficiency with complement but without antisera, expressed here as mutants per 10 5 clonable cells. MF were determined at least three times for each treatment, each complete experiment was repeated at least twice.
Determining Mutational Spectra
Procedures used to define spectra of CD59 -mutants have been described [14] [15] [16] [17] . Briefly, individual colonies of CD59 -mutants were picked, expanded, their DNA extracted, and the presence or absence of 11 genetic loci on human chromosome 11 was determined by PCR analysis. Mutations found ranged in size from small, intragenic lesions to deletions >133 mbp. Primers and conditions used for some of the 1860 individual PCR reactions were reported 17) but new primers were employed for five markers: centromere (p82H), Ferritin Heavy Chain (FTH), Hemoglobin E1 (HBE), Acid Phosphatase (ACP) and D16. The NCBI Uni STS website: accession numbers stSG54460; SHGC-172594; stsN93614; stSG43213 and D11S16 STS 56659, respectively. PCR conditions were re-optimized to give a robust signal from human genes and no signal from the corresponding CHO genes. Thirty-seven kinds of mutations were defined by the pattern of marker loss of which 36 were termed 'simple mutants' in which markers are lost in a continuous fashion extending from CD59 gene. Simple mutants remain clonal during months of culture. The 37th category, called 'complicated', consists of mutants in which translocations and deletions involving human chromosome 11 arise at abnormally high rates during culture 17) . Thus, complicated mutants display characteristics of transmissible chromosomal, genomic instability (TGI) 18) .
RESULTS
Survival curves for cells irradiated cells without and with ascorbate or RibCys
The survival of A L cells irradiated with carbon ions was not changed when ascorbate or RibCys were added after irradiation, nor when they were present before and during irradiation (results not shown). A lack of effect on survival of ascorbate added after X-irradiation was reported for human cells 9) .
Yields of CD59 -in irradiated cells without and with ascorbate
Although survival was not altered, the fraction of CD59 -mutants recovered from populations irradiated with carbon ions and given ascorbate was about one-third of that with carbon ions alone (Fig. 1) . RibCys had a similar but smaller effect, reducing the mutant yield to about half (data not shown). Neither ascorbate nor RibCys was mutagenic. This effect of ascorbate for high LET radiation and CD59 mutants is similar to that reported by M. Watanabe, T. Miyazaki, J. Kumagai and colleagues [8] [9] [10] for X-irradiation and HPRT mutation in human cells, except for the important difference that they got extinction of mutation whereas we found reduction but not elimination.
Mutant spectra
We postulated that one reason for this difference might be because 'large' mutations, greater than about 3 mbp, which are poorly detected by the HPRT assay 19) are detected in the AL CD59 assay 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] 19) . We began, therefore, to define the mutant spectra produce by carbon ions (2.5 Gy) without and with post irradiation addition of ascorbate. The markers used are shown in Fig. 2 
DISCUSSION
The results of this classification, summarized in Fig 3. , indicate that post-irradiation addition of ascorbate reduces the incidence of the two smaller classes of mutants and of mutants displaying TGI, whereas large deletions are unaffected. Although the number of mutants analyzed so far is too small to provide statistical significance, our results suggest that many of the smaller mutations [Class 1 and Class 2] are due to LLR, while large deletions result from immediate effects of radiation. The reduction by ascorbate of the mutations of the kinds that can be detected by the HPRT assay is, therefore, consistent with the results of Watanabe, Miyazaki, Kumagai and colleagues. The difference in suppression may also reflect qualitative differences in the kinds of DNA damage produced by high vs. low LET radiation and the kinds of DNA repair which respond in cells of different kinds.
Spectroscopic analysis coupled with biological assessment of such endpoints as killing and mutation indicated that ascorbate acts by scavenging LLR which exist at low, endogenous levels and which are created in a dose dependent manner by radiation mainly (>99.8%) in the interior of protein polymers from which they escape by gradual decomposition of the polymers to cause mutation 8) . Thus for LLR 'unreactive' does not equate with biologically inactive. Obliteration of LLR by ascorbate involves atomic tunneling 4) so that water soluble chemicals like RibCys, ascorbate and (-)-epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate (EGCg) 8) but not DMSO 9) are effective. It has been reported that WR-1065(N-[2-mercaptoethyl]-1,3-propanediamine) added after radiation reduced the mutagenicity of γ-rays and fission spectrum neutrons 20) but not that of high LET 56 Fe iron ions 21) . Whether WR-1065 scavenges LLR is not known.
Since there are convincing data that classical radicals are mutagenic, e.g. 1, 2, 15, 22) and emerging evidence for mutagenic effects of LLR, the mutant spectrum for unirradiated cells (Fig. 3) can be attributed to both endogenous classical radicals and LLR. Obliteration of LLR by ascorbate should, then, reveal the spectrum due to classical radicals, DMSO should reveal the spectrum due to LLR. Our results imply that LLR can initiate TGI. Long-term TGI cannot, however, result from the continued direct activity of LLR which lasts for hours but not days. Genomic instability must then come from some kind of initial damage which somehow persists in a fairly large fraction of the cells, here 1/1000 after 2.5 Gy of carbon ions. While direct damage to proteins like polymerases, ligases, chromatin or telomerase might produce the initial instability, it is not clear how this damage could be perpetuated for months or years. Direct damage to specific genes by the low levels of LLR created in DNA seems also an unlikely trigger for TGI, since only about 15 carbon particles traverse the nucleus of cells exposed to 1.5 Gy. Up-regulation of repair or polymerase activity or heritable alterations in chromatin structure have also been suggested 20, 21) . Cascades of radicals from damaged mitochondria remain a possibility 23) . Whatever the mechanism, we suggest that chemicals like ascorbate that scavenge LLR induced by high LET radiations may help reduce cancer risk from radiation, and that relationships of LLR to TGI deserve further study. Fig. 1 ) multiplied by the percent of those mutants that fell into a particular class. * MF provides a measure of the relative proportion of mutants of each class, including background mutants, in populations of cells after various treatments. The changes in * MF for different treatments are not statistically significant. Ascorbate did not affect the spectrum of spontaneous mutants.
